Scveral numerical examples are presented to show thc prcdominant features of radio wave propagation over an inhomogeneo us earth . These are based on the tllCories d eriv ed previously [Furutsu, 1957a [Furutsu, , 1957b [Furutsu, , 1959 [Furutsu, , 1963 in which the h eight and also the elect rical properties of the earth's surface were assumed to change disco ntinuously several times along the wave path; thus, t he terrain represented could include ridges, cliffs, blufJ"s at a coastli ne, ete. Th e theory is briefly reviewed, and num erical res ults are prese nted for the spherical earth approximation and are compared to those for t he flat eart ll approximation. For a p e rfectly conducting flat earth , there a re well-known formu las available in t erms of t he Fresnel integral, and the sphe rical earth results are compared to those obtain ed using these formulas to show the agreeme nt at short distances. A few interesting phenom e na are also illustrated, such as the obstacle gain d uc to a ridge on a lossy g round and the variation of fi eld strength causcd by a change of receiver (or transmitter) height when the wa ve is propagated over a mixed path. Finally, set s of graphs are a lso in clu dC'cl to aid in evaluating the effects of a ridge or a cliff on a homogeneous earth ; they can be used when the propagation distances are suffic iently large 011 each sid e of t he rid ge or clifr.
Introduction
The purpose of Lhis paper is Lo determine the field strength when a radio wa\'e is propagated over a terrain varying both in height and in electrical properties.
The problems or mixed paths o\'el' a smooth earth have been investigated by many authors [Brem mer , 1954; Clemmow, 1950; 1953 ; Feinberg, 1944; 1946; Godzinski, 1958; Wait, 1956; 1957 ; 196] ], and one of the aut bors of this paper [Furutsu, 1955a; 1955b; 1955e] . Some of their re sults were giyen in terms or a convolution integral which is usually evaluated by a numerical method. TvIixed paths mean that the wave path is O\T er groUlld consisLin g of se \'Cl'al sections of different electrical properties, but in these papers , 110 change of height of tenain JHtd been taken inLo accolmt.
Howeyer, it had been the main pmpo se of some papers by Furutsu [1957a; 1957b; 1963] to determine the effects on the groundwave propagation over an inhomogeneous earth 1 caused by significant changes in the height of terrain, such as ridges, clifl's, etc., an d also how these effects could be treated. The model of the terrain, the height of a spherical earth surface and its electrical properties were assumed to change discontinuously along the wave path several times. This is illustrated in figure 1 . 2 The formula of field strength for this model was obtained in the form of a multiple residue series. This formula reduces to that for mixed paths in the special case of a smooth earth and further to the ordinary Van del' Pol-Bremmer series in the case of a homogeneous earth.
The basic terrain used in this paper is illustrated in figure 2. This figure shows the terrain consisting of two sections of different earth radii , a2 and a4, and different propagation constants, k2 and k4: respecti \"ely, with a ridge of radial distance a3 (measUTed from the earth's center to the top of the ridge ) at the boundary of the two sections. The transmitter and the receiYer a.re on each side of the ridge at the points XI and X5, whose radial distances are 21 and 25, respectiyely. Their distances from the ridge are 1"2 and 1'4, being measUTed along a mean earth sUTface of radius a.
The n,ttenuation coefficient A is defined by (A.2.1),3 i.e., if E is the field strength to be obtained,
where A is the wayelength in free space and Eo nlay be regarded as the field strength in free space. The attenuation coe fficient A thus defined is conveniently given in terms of t he numerical distn,nces C2 Thus, using (A.3. 1), A can be given in the form with the conditions where [-i C2(Y2+ t2) J. (6) Here, the set of values tm (m = 2, 4) stands for the roots of t he e quation W' (t) I S t he first deri vati "e of the function W (t ) defined by
Equation numbers preceded by a n A refer to equations in Part I of Furutsu [1963] . Thus, it can be seen fmIll (7) that (9) (10)
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In the special case where a3= a2(a22a4) 01' a3 = a4(a2::::;a4) ' Lho tenain would rcprc sent a cliff, and Lhen
In the case o( a2= a.j and 1j2= q' b the terrain. would represent a rid ge on a homogeneou s grou nd . In tbis case, both Lhe nUll1en,tor and t he denominator oC (14) Further, in the case of smoot h earth where Y2 = Y3= Y4 = O, (13) gives, on using (12) and (14) : (15) and t hus, formu la (3) becomes:
Equation (16) is a special case of the established formula for mixed paths over a smooth spherical earth consisting of several different sections [Furutsu , 1955c], and (17) is the ordina. ry formula for a homogeneous earth.
In the Van del' Pol-Bremmer series for a homogeneous, smooth earth, the convergence becomes poor when the propagation distance is sufficiently short , and likewise , the COll\T ergence of the series (3) becomes very poor when the propagation distance on one or both sides of the ridge is very short. However, in the latter case, the effect of the earth's curvature is so small that the flat earth approximation can be used; the result in the flat earth approximation then provides the asymptotic form of the series (3) as a----" 00.
In order to present the flat earth formula corresponding to (3), it is cOll\'enient to introduce the parameters defined by:
Horiz. Pol.
all of which are independent of the ellrth radius a. It may also be noted that cl2 and d4 are the Sommerfeld numerical distances on the respective sides of the ridge. In the special case where both the transm itter and the re ceiver are on the ground, i.e. ,
when z] = a2, z5 = a4 orj] = j5 = 0, the attenuation coefficient A is given, with the aid of (A.4.2) to (A.4.4) , by (,rn; .
. (20) Here the yerticalline in the arguments of the function F defined above is use d to distinguish between the variables on each side of the boundary, and
and 2 2 f a > 2
The analytic expansions for g (z) and g (z,n fz)are treated in the appendix of Furutsu [1963] .
In the general case of z l~a 2 and z5~a4' A = F(d4, }4+ }5Id2, 12 + }1) + }H F(d4, 14 + }510, 12-}1) -F(d4, 14 + }51 0, }2+ }1)
When the earth's surface is perfectly condu cting and the wave is vertically polarized, (18) and (19) yield d2= d4= 0. Thus, (20) becomes simply
, -v
As is seen from t he definition of t he fun ction g (z) in (22), (24) is given by the Fresnel in tegral and, as expected, is exactly the Sf1me as the result for ordinary l<: : nife-ed ge diffraction . On the other hand , when t he em'th 's surface is smooth and both the transmitter and receiver are on the ground so tlm t formula (2 0) be comes
This equation is essentially equivalent to the formula first obtained by Clemmow [1953] f1nd also the same as by Furu ts u [1955a] . Further, if the earth is homogeneous so that d2/n2= d4/n4,
becomes (26) which is the formula commonly used for a homo geneous fiat earth. In derivin g t his formula, the following relation is use d :
In formula (3), it frequently happens that the propagation distance on one side of the ridge, say 1' 2, is small enough so that C2< < 1, while the propagation distance on t he other side is If1rge enough so that c4 :2:: 1. Under these conditions the fiat earth approximation mf1y be use d on t he C2 side, while keeping all spherical properties as they are on the C4 side; i.e., when (28) it has been shown [Fmutsu, 1957b] that
where jl, j 2, and d2 are the same as defined in (18) and and
Also, when Y34= 0, the right-hand side of (29), B e (0, d2, j2,jl), turns out to be independent of 4 t4 and thus applying formula (29) to (3) on the condition (28), we get
The latter series is the ordinary Van del' Pol-Bremmer residue series for a homogeneous earth. In this paper, the above formulas are used to find the attenuation for several typical cases of inhomogeneous earth. Emphasis is first placed on the comparison of the numerical values in the spherical earth approximation with those in the fiat earth approximation, since they are expected to asymptotically approach each other at short distances. Although there is almost no other literatme available for wave propagation over a terrain of finite conductivity, there is the wellknown formula given by the Fresnel integral for a ridge on a perjectly conducting plane, which therefore gives an interesting means of checking the corresponding spherical earth values. Secondly, a few interesting physical phenomena (such as the "obstacle gain" and a complicated variation of the field strength versus the height over mixed paths, etc.) are discussed with numerical illustrations. Finally, a set of graphs is presented for use in calculating the effects of a ridge and a cliff on the groundwave propagation; this is an extension of the work shown in figmes 8 and 9 in [Fmutsu, 1963] . They can be used in the same way as the ordinary height gain function for the transmitter and/or the receiver, when the propagation distances on both sides of the ridge are large enough so that (33) However, the above condition may be too strict for practical use, as will be seen by a few examples shown in the appendix.
In the last section, the more general case is treated in which the inhomogeneous earth consists of sever al different sections with a ridge at each section boundary. This is illustrated in figme 12 and the formula for the attenuation coefficient is given, which was derived in earlier work [Furutsu, 1957b1;  this formula corresponds to (3) for two sections with a ridge between them.
. A Ridge on a Homogeneous Earth
The basic formula for the attenuation coefficient is given by (3) in the case of a spherical earth and by (20) or (23) in the case of a fiat earth; for a ridge on a homogeneous earth, the Q.= qt =-i toO '
'+" rt ::; r attenuation is found when Y32=Y34= y = 1clh(2/lc j a)I/3 and q2= q4 or lc2= lc4. For the numerical illustration the transmi tter and receiver were placed on th e ground at eq u al distances from the ridges, as shown in figure 3, and t hus 1'2= 1'4 = 1' or C2= C4 = C= (r/a) (lc1a/2) 1/3 and Z I = a2 = a4 =Z5 or YI 2= Y54= O.
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.1. Case of a PerfecUy Conducting Earth
When the earth is perfectly conducting and th e wave is vertically polarized, q2= q4 = O according to (9). Furthermore, if the earth is assumed to be flat, the attenuation coefficient A is given by the Fresnel integral of (24). In figure 4 , the absolute value of A is plotted versus for sever al values of y and is displayed by th e broken lin es,4 The corresp onding values in the case of a spherical earth, shown in the same figure by solid lines, were obtained by evaluating formula (3) for q2 = q4 = -ilO -6 (which is effectively zero) . As exp ected, the figure clearly shows that the spherical earth values asymptotically approach the corr esponding flat earth values when c< < 1. It may also be noted that the attenuation incr eases with the height of the ridge in the range of variables presented.
• Although both the variables 11 and c are dependent on t he earth 's radius a, the attenuation coefficient A is indcpendent of a, as is seen from relation (18) . 
Case of a Finite Conducting Earth
The result of the comparison using the same data except for q2 = q4 = -i50 is presented in figure 5 . As in figure 4 , the spherical earth values approach the flat earth values when c< < l.
However, there is a remarkable difference between the characteristics of the two figmes; i.e., in figme 5, the higher the ridge, the smaller the attenuation. This implies that the propagation loss along the lossy smooth surface is much greater than the diffraction loss by a ridge on the smface. Thus, we have the so-called obstacle gain. However, since the diffraction loss increases with a decrease of distance from the ridge, the obstacle gain is apparent only in a limited range. This situation is illustrated in figme 6, which is a continuation of the flat earth values in figme 5. On the other hand, when the propagation distances on both sides of the ridge are large enough to satisfy the conditions given in (33), the convergence of the series in formula (3) is fast enough so that only the first term of the series is necessary to give a sufficiently accurate value. This is reflected in figme 5 by the fact that the three solid lines for the spherical earth values are almost parallel to each other for the large distances occurring when C2= Cj'" l. Therefore , in this case, the effect of the ridge (of height h), located on a homogeneous spherical earth of earth constant q2, can be obtained by multiplying the attenuation coefficient for the homogeneous earth by the ridge gain factor T R(P ) gi ven by: (34) 5 ' This equation is the same as (A.3.3) except that the second,term is omitted in the latter. However, all the values in fig. 5 [Furuts u, 1959) and fig. 8 [Furutsu, 1963) . were computed using the correct equation (compare with fig. 13 in t his paper) .
I~-Fleu IlE 7 . A clij )' or a bluff on an earth (flat or s pherical) for figures 8, 9, and 10.
This is the term in square brackets on the right side of (14) where tg stands for the first value of t2 for the homogeneous earth specified by q2 ; for later convenience, p is defined as h= height of ridge,
find f/.2 can be expressed fiS
where J{ and b are the parameters i ntroduced by Norton [1941] . A set of graphs is presented in figw-e 13 for ITR(p) 1 versus p for various nllues of J{ and b.
A Cliff or a Bluff at a Coastline
When the obstacle is a cliff or a bluff (of height h), the basic form ub in this insLa nce is again given by (3) for the spheric~11 earth and by (20) or (23) for the Hat earth with Y34 = 0 and Y32 = k1h(2 /k 1a) 1 13. Further, if C4 is chose n sufficiently large to satisfy the condition (28) for t., formula (29) is available for the range of C2 < <1. The latter is the case of fi g ures 8b , 9, and 10 to be explained in the followin g, wh ere the absol ute values of the ratio A / (A lc2=o) are plotted versus C2 for several values of the parameters.
For the num erical illustr ation , the antennas were agall1 placed on the ground (ZI = az , Z5 = a4 = aa , or YJ2 = Y54 = 0), as shown in fi g ur e 7.
1. A Cliff
In this case, k2= k4 or q2 = q. and, when the earth's surface is pm·fectly conducting and the wave is vertically polarized, q2 = q4 = 0. Then the attenuation coefficient is again given by the Fresnel integral of (24) withj4= 0 for the Hat earth approximation. These values are shown in fi.gure 8a and 8b by the broken lines, and the co rrespo nding sp herical earth values are shown by the solid lines (as in section 2, q2 = q. was again chosen to have a very small value -i l0-6 , which is effectively zero). Figure 8a shows the absolute val ues of A versus (r/a) (kJa j2)1 13 , wh en r2 =r4=r, while figure 8b shows the relative val ues of IAI versus the numerical dista nce C2=(r2/a) (k j a/2)1/3, when c4 = 10; the latter values of IAI were computed using formu la (32).
A similar comparison is presented in fi.gure 9 for the same data except for q2 = q4 = -i50, where the flat earth values were computed using the function B t4 (Y34, d2, f2' j l) defined in (29) with Y34~jl = 0 and qz= q.. It may be noticed here that, when Z I = a2 or jl = 0, Bt4 is independent of the value of q2 = q. on account of the identity (12). Thus, the fiat earth values are the same as in figure 8b .
As in the case of a ridge on a homogeneous earth, when the propagation distances on both sides of the cliff 'are large enough to satisfy the conditions in (33) for Y34 = 0, the effect of a cliff (of height h) can be obtained by m ultiplying the attenuation coefficient by the cliff gain factor Tc(p ) . On referring to (13) A set of graphs ( fig. 14) is included for I Tc( p) I versus p for various values of K and b as defi.ned by (36) . These figur es together with fl,gure 13 for I TR(P ) I may b e used to determine the gain (or loss) by a cliff or a ridge on a homogeneous earth ; they are used in the sam e way as the ordinary height gain function to evaluate the gain caused by the vitriittion in height of the transmitter and/or the receiver,
.2. A Bluff at Coastline
This is t he case where Iq21 < < Iq4 1 for vertical polarization or Iq2 1> > Iq4 1 for horizontal polarization (see D.g. 7). For the numerical illustration , q2 and q4 were ch osen to be q4 = -i50 and q2 = -ilO-6 and the values obtained are shown in figure 10 . The flat earth values were compu ted using formula (32) with h being the height of the bluff. Figure 10 again shows that the flat earth values give the asymptotic values for C 2< <1. Also shown h er e is the interesting phenomenon of incr easing field strength with the increase in distances from the bluff on the q2 side (sea).
The fOTm oj te1'1'a'in u sed in conjunction with fig1!re 11 b. Attenu ation versus the num erica l heigh t k dt (2/ klu)I /3 0fth e receiver for sevcral valucs of the num erica l d istance Cz.
Field Distribution as a Function of Height Over Mixed Paths
The field dis tribution ,tS n fun ction of the h eigh t over H, homogen eous eart h h as b een numerically Lrented by many people. However, there have been Jew attempts made to find t he field in the case of mixed paths. A si,etch of' mixed path s is shown ill figure lla,. In this s ketch, the t ra nsm itter a nd t he r eceiver are located over sections of differen t electrical properties a nd one of t hem, S,1Y the r eceiver, is allowed to vary in heig ht.
In figure llb , th e field strength is plotted versus 6 for c! = 10 and some values of boLh for t his case (solid Jines) a nd for a homogeneo us earth (dotted lin es) specified by q4. vVhen L he receiver is above the optical boundary point (noted in both figs. 11 a a nd llb by a cross), t he field str ength becomes more and more d ependent on the earth's electricitl properties on th e tn1l1smittel' (q4) side; this is indicated b y th e asymptotic behavior o( t he c urv es in figure llb. It may be remarked t hat, although the field strength approaches t he valu es (or homogeneou s eart h at large h eigh ts, the points of approac h ar e much higher t ha n t he optical boundary poin ts; furthermore , t he field stren gth oscillates with the h eight at larger h eigh ts. This oscill ation may b e reasonably in terpreted as the in terference between t he principal w ave and th e w a,ve induced at th e boundary of discontinuity between th e two section s of the inhomogeneous ear t h.
Formula for the More General Case
Formula, (3) gives the attenua,tion when the wave is propagated oyer a,11 in llOmogeneo us earth consisting of two different sections . This fo rmula can be extended for the more general ca,se, illustr ate d in figure 12 . The terrain in this figure consists of several sections (each of which is a homo geneous surfa,ce h avin g different heights and electrical properties), with a ridge at each section boundary [Furutsu , 1957bJ . The transmitter and the receiver a,re located at t he points Xl a,nd X"+ l , and the attenuation coefficient A is then given by:
' /. denotes the beight of the receiver. with the conditions similar to (3b).
Th e general form of the terrain as used f01' (38).
Here , the functions (m=n, n-l, .. . , 4) and f'2(YI2) are the same as those defined m (5), (6), and (10), respectively, and c is the total numerical distance.
The above forlllula, (38), agrees with (3) in the special case of n = 4. Also, when an = all _ I = an-2= . . . = a 3 = a2 = O, forrnula (38) reduces to the established formula for mixed paths on a smooth earth [Furutsu , 1955c] . Furthel', the following lemmas hold:
These are required from the self-consistency of the formula when the length of any section involved in the inhomogeneous earth approaches zero, or when the receiver (or the transmitter) approaches the boundary of the section.
. Summary and Discussion
Some numerical results, based on theory developed in previous paper [Furutsu, 1957a [Furutsu, , 1957b [Furutsu, , 1959 [Furutsu, , 1963 , are presented for several typical cases of inhomogeneous earth. The results are found for both the spherical earth approximation and the fiat earth approximation, and, as expected, the spherical earth values approach the flat earth values at short distances. In the special case of a ridge on a perfectly conducting fiat earth, the numerical results are also favorably compared with those obtained using the Fresnel integral.
Many problems which seem to be independent (e.g., mixed path s on a smooth earth, terrains including ridges, cliffs, and bluffs at a coastline, etc.), can be treated by special applications of the same formula. For the first illustration, the effect of a ridge on a lossy homogeneous earth is presented, which shows the obstacle gain at large distances, and the diffraction loss at small distances. Using the same formula in the second illustration, the field strength is found for a varying receiver (or transmitter) height when the wave is propagated over .a mixed path. These "alues are presented along with the values for a homogeneous earth, and the comparison is quite interesting, especially from the optical viewpoint; they approach the optical values at much higher points than expected and also show an interference with another wave which is supposedly induced at the boundary of discontinuity of the mixed path.
The effect of locating a ridge or a cliff on a homogeneous earth is also found by the same basic formula, and sets of graphs (figs. distance on both sides of the obstacle is large. As the graphs indicate, the field strength increases continuously with height (denoted by p) when the earth is a poor conductor (K < < 1), but decreases for small ridge (or cliff) heights as the earth becomes a better conductor. It may also be noted that for very large heights the gain caused by a ridge is much Im·ger than that for a cliff of the same height. These sets of graphs may be used in the same way as the ordinary height gain function has been used for evaluating the effect of antenna height of the receiver and/ or the transmitter. A subsequent paper will be published containing sets of graphs to aid in finding the field strength for various values of earth constants, ridge or cliff heights, propagation distances, etc.
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. Appendix
In this appendix a few examples are presented showing the use of the set of graphs ( fig.  13) for the ridge gain function.
The basic variables are the numerical distance c, the numerical height y = 2 1 !3 p, and the earth constants K and b defined in (1), (2), (35), and (36), respectively. In terms of more practical yariables, they are given as follows:
c=2.188 X p !3a-2 /3r, y=9.579 X lO-3 X j2/3a -l/3h, p= 2 -I !3y = 7.603 X 10-3 X F / 3 a -1/3 h,
